So then why singular? You look away from the horrid mask and cast a glance around the empty pub. Even the bartender has gone home, and the other stools are stacked on the tables. Theatre is, by definition, a mass experience; designed for amphitheatres; a ritual of communal bonding. Why then create theatre for the singular? * * * For the last fifteen years, Single Thread Theatre Company has been dedicated to the creation of site-specific, immersive theatre with a philosophy of creating unique, individual experiences for audiences.
The company is based in Ontario but has toured work all over Canada, most recently to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. For the past three years, it has been one of the principal organizers of Kick & Push in Kingston, Ontario, currently one of the largest dedicated site-specific and immersive theatre festivals in the country.
There are two conflicting accounts of how the company came to be called "Single Thread."
Some say that a "single thread" unifies the work thematically. Others claim that the name comes from a story surrounding the company's origins as a student theatre company at Queen's University.
The company was apparently in the midst of producing its first show, Zastrozzi, by George F. Walker, as part of the Vogt Studio Series (a student showcase at Queen's) when disaster struck: the show was over the run time permitted by the showcase organizers and would not be permitted to present unless fifteen minutes were cut from the performance. The members of the ensemble then made a decision to strike out on their own and produce the show in a new venue. The show was a success and it was felt that the team had escaped disaster by "a single thread."
For those familiar with the company, the second legend is probably much more appropriate. The company is known for its constant experimentation with site-specific staging, often pushing the bounds of audience and actor comfort to the limit. One production, Famine, was infamously staged on the third floor of an abandoned warehouse in the middle of November with audiences huddled together under blankets and clutching hot tea as they watched the struggles of the 1840s Irish potato famine.
The company is accustomed to demanding much of its audiences and nowhere more so than in its immersive productions Everyman (2007) , The Loyalists (2012 ), and Ambrose (2015 , 2016 .
Single Thread's Everyman, directed by Liam Karry, cast a single audience member as Everyman, adapting the text so that the title role was silent and staged in the immersive. The show was staged so that a solo audience member advanced through the chambers of a labyrinth, pursued by Death. At one point, the audience finds their Good Deeds bound to the floor in pitch darkness and must release him from his bonds to proceed. The show ends with the audience member entombed in a coffin in pitch darkness, their hand clutching Good Deeds as they await Death.
Director Liam Karry conceived of the solo audience member show as the perfect conceit to explore the Everyman story, but many intriguing discoveries in the creation of the immersive show led the company to become interested in the exploration of "staging in the 1:1 Ratio," where the "proscenium" of defined theatrical space was the consciousness and the senses of the audience member.
The company experimented with blindfolded test subjects who experienced everything through touch, whispers, and music, scoring the experience based on their thought recollections (i.e., What was the feeling I had, the thought I had at this exact moment?). The score of the show used this methodology and included descriptions of what the audience member might be thinking, what kinds of odours they are smelling, the quality of eye contact, the level of warmth in an actor's hand.
These early explorations formed the basis of a one-year residency at Canadian Stage in 2012 and resulted in the development of a large-scale immersive production entitled The Loyalists. The production featured eighteen actors and occupied half a city block.
Staged in tandem with the celebration for the bicentennial of the British and American War of 1812, The Loyalists invited audiences to explore a village environment (including a tavern, hospital, church, barracks, prison, cemetery, and dockyard) and to make friends with the villagers. The audience immediately learns that enemy soldiers occupy the village.
A vast game of pretend ensues. Audience members could "get jobs" working in the village, which would permit them to have unique encounters and experiences with certain characters. Jobs include delivering letters, working as a bartender, pickpocketing, 
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and sawing off a man's leg. They are even tempted to enlist with the enemy soldiers and spy on their friends. Anyone caught "shirking" or committing a crime in the village could be arrested and imprisoned for a period as well.
Depending on the audience's choices, the show had two planned endings: one ending results in the evacuation of the enemy army and the other, the execution by firing squad of the leader of the civilian resistance and the triumph of the enemy soldiers. The audience's feeling of freedom and agency in the village of The Loyalists, however, resulted in a fascinating, third "aberration" ending that occurred several times through the run of the show.
In this third "aberration" ending, the "enemy victory" ending was triggered by the audience. But when the leader of the civilian resistance was brought forward to be shot by the firing squad, on multiple occasions, a member of the audience interfered with the scene by putting their body between the soldiers and the leader of the resistance. Unlike other scenes in the show, this final moment played out in front of the whole audience and cast and so required enormous courage on the part of the audience member. Many other audience members would follow suit, acting "in solidarity" with the brave audience member. The actors playing the soldiers would then improvise with the audience and switch to the alternate ending, in which they withdraw from the town (apparently unable to keep order among the civilians).
This extraordinary moment is evidence of the potential immersive theatre possesses to empower audiences. Yet in order to achieve this exchange of power with the audience, the theatre creator must be willing to yield control of the performance (far more control than many producers, directors, and stage managers would find acceptable) to the "spectator-participant," suddenly a chaotic variable capable of wrecking the imagined circumstances of a scene, or worse, of destroying sets, hurting actors or other audience members. Single Thread's artists believe that this optimal state of immersivity exists in the harmony of structure and chaos. It is a difficult balance to attain but well worth the effort: the euphoria audience members feel as they uncover secrets and unique moments in Punchdrunk's Sleep No More or Sheridan College's Brantwood were far and away the most memorable aspects of these immersive productions.
The company learned very early on with Everyman that an audience member could be much more than a passive observer. In terms of scoring the narrative in the 1:1 ratio, this assists the playwright and a director to map out and plan the audience members experience based around narrative objectives. It also pulls the audience member out of being a "passive observer," sitting back and critically analyzing the work, and asks them to engage in problem solving, in negotiation, in decision-making. 
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Single Thread presently aspires to explore feasible models of site-specific, immersive theatre. An audience of one is strong artistically but difficult to budget for when using professional actors and designers.
So, how to maximize the number of possible ticket sales while not diminishing the intensity of the singular immersive experience? The company has attempted different structures, which enable more audience members to see the show in a night. Single Thread has even explored a sandbox model where a large audience explores an environment over a period of time (The Loyalists); and where audiences are split into multiple groups that see alternate story tracks (Much Ado About Nothing) and most recently, a set of "relay" structures, with multiple audience members entering a circular set of stations at unique points and "rotating" through scenes over the course of an hour (Ambrose & Ambrose Re-imagined).
Single Thread's Ambrose also demonstrated the creative possibilities of the identity of the spectator as a dramatic device in the immersive medium. In one of the stations of the show, the lone audience member encounters a professional Medium calling out the name, "Ambrose!" Ambrose Small was a millionaire who ran the Grand Theatre (where the show is being staged) nearly a hundred years ago before mysteriously disappearing into the night with thousands of dollars in cash (the case remains unsolved).
The audience member is led by the Medium to an Ouija Board who covers them with a gauze so that they can be "seen" and, with a bit of prompting, guides the Medium's hands on the Oujia board to "send a message from the afterlife," answering questions like, "How did you die, Ambrose?," "Where is your body buried?" The audience controls the responses, empowering them with control of the story and drawing them into the "second person" identity of being the ghost of Ambrose. This state of mind is brought into the next "stage" in the relay.
Currently, the company is working closely with game designers and developers to turn the Ambrose experience into its first "'Augmented Reality"' installation for the Grand Theatre in Kingston, Ontario, to be launched in July 2018. The company has also studied the MR "mixed reality" medium which, using a visor, maps a digital overlay to the real world. Success in this area could resolve the very practical question of how immersive can reach wider audiences and be more economically viable for producers. But how responsive could such a medium be, and how much power and freedom could be offered to an audience?
Single Thread believes that more sophisticated MR and VR tech could transform immersive theatre into something new altogether, a mass experience combining video game design with narratives scored in the second person, similar to a lucid dream.
* * *
You thank the Giant for the conversation and pay for the drinks before you make your way up the pub stairs and into the street. The world is still asleep but the sun is blindingly, violently bright.
Your thoughts race with the possibilities of immersion as you walk through the streets of the city, the dazzling sun caressing your face through a skein of crystalline skyscrapers.
Your feet accelerate as you break into a run. You are willing yourself to fly. You always wanted to fly.
Your feet lift off the ground and now you are flying and it feels just as good as you imagined it would. You wonder how high, how far you will be able to go before the illusion is broken.
You have figured it all out, now, of course. This, what is happening right now, is a play. This is theatre for the second person, singular.
And you? You are the audience of one. And this world was created for you. 
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